
420. Pre-Columbian Pottery Heads (39)
Mexico.
Ca. 200 B.C.
7/8”-2-1/8”H.
Collection of Mr. & Mrs. James DiBella, NYC., ex. Lorenz Borenstein, New 
Orleans, acquired 1950-60.
Group of thirty-nine, mostly Michoacan, natural buff-brown pre-classic pot-
tery heads and head fragments, all originally from figures. Most with losses 
and exhibit wearing. All with Certificates of Authenticity from Borenstein.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:28 P.M.

421. Mezcala Stone Figures (3)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400-100 B.C.
3-1/4”, 3-1/4” & 3-5/8”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Including a black hard stone standing figure depicted with squared shoul-
ders, holding both arms over his stomach, drilled eyes and relief carved fa-
cial features. Biconical drilled perforation through his neck for suspension. 
Intact. A nice example. Home made base. Together with a carved cream 
hard stone standing figure having angular features. Perforated at the back 
ridge of his head for suspension. Intact. Finally, a carved light gray-green 
stone standing figure with full bodied, rounded features. Minor ancient chip 
behind his right arm, otherwise intact.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:30 P.M.

422. Small Stone Seated Figures (6)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C. - 800 A.D.
1-1/4” - 2”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Including a carved black stone seated hunchback miniature pestle having 
a disc base. A gray-brown crouching figure with head tilted upwards. A 
Guerrero mottled green and black stone crouching figure. A Mezcala black 
stone slab type monkey having a long tail. A blue-green jade seated figure 
pendant having a pointed head. Finally, a Mixtec, light green stone penate 
crouching figure pendant.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:32 P.M.

423. Small Mezcala Stone Figures (4)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400-100 B.C.
2-1/4” - 2-1/2”L.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Including a small mottled black hard stone figure classic type having simple 
cut facial features and details. Intact. Together with a black stone figure 
having a pointed head. Surface erosion to the right side of head. A medium 
olive-gray stone seated hunchback figure, arms folded across his raised 
knees. Intact. Finally, a brown-green carved stone standing figure, flat type 
with simple cut features and details. Missing one foot, otherwise intact. 
Mounted on an old homemade base.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:34 P.M.



424. Small Pre-Columbian Figures and Heads (16)
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C. - 800 A.D.
7/8” - 4-5/8”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Including a small red and tan Chupicuaro female figure, holding both arms 
behind her back. Some paint loss, otherwise intact. A Chupicuaro “pretty 
lady” pregnant figure. Missing right leg and head reattached. Five different 
pottery Olmecoid heads, originally from figures. Two with some losses. A 
Chupicuaro head from a figure with loss along the top rim. A Colima stand-
ing figure wearing a double tassel loincloth, necklace and headband. Intact. 
A miniature Nayarit figure mounted on an antique mahjong tile. Left arm 
and loss to the right top of head restored. A Colima head from a figure. A 
miniature pre-classic Maya figural whistle, missing rear whistle spout. Two 
fragmentary pre-classic busts and two Huastec heads from figures.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:36 P.M.

425. Mezcala Stone Faces (3)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2-1/8”, 2-1/4” & 2-1/2”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Including a small black serpentine stone face pendant having simple relief 
cut features and drilled eyes. Ancient loss to the upper left corner, other-
wise intact. Together with a mottled black-brown stone face pendant, hav-
ing relief cut facial features. Ancient roughness to the lower edge. Biconical 
drilled at the upper edge for suspension. Finally, a very thin olive-green 
stone slab head, originally from a figure, having some ancient edge losses. 
Mounted on an old home made wooden base.
Est. $450-$750
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:38 P.M.

426. Mezcala Stone Figures (4)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2-5/8”, 3-1/8”, 3-3/8” & 3-5/8”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Including a speckled deep blue-green, simple stylized stone figure hav-
ing some edge losses. Together with a similar figure in medium gray-green 
stone, minor losses. A small rather crudely carved gray stone figure, with 
traces of cinnabar highlights. Finally, a medium gray-green stone figure 
wearing a tall conical hairdo or headdress on the left side of his head. In-
tact, a rare type.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:40 P.M.

427. Chinesco & Jalisco Figures (3)
Nayarit & Jalisco, Mexico.
Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D.
6-1/4”, 6-1/2” & 7-1/2”H.
Estate collection of Gordon and Marilyn Heck, 1950s- early 60s. Mr. Heck 
founded the School of Architecture at the University of Arizona.
Three different pottery examples including a Chinesco seated female figure, 
holding hands on her hips. Painted red-brown and cream painted surface 
with scattered mineral deposits. A few minor chips and some paint loss, 
otherwise intact. Together with a seated Jalisco female figure nursing a 
child on her left breast. Head reattached and a few minor scattered losses, 
otherwise intact. Finally, a standing Jalisco figure wearing a headband with 
a chin strap, long necklace and short pants. Cream slip surface with black 
and red painted details. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:42 P.M.



428. Colima Stone Scepter Head
Colima, Mexico.
Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D.
3”L.
Private NYC collection, acquired Arte Primitivo Gallery, auction 43, lot 20, 
7/2007. Collected by Vernon Mackie, mid 1950s, by descent to previous 
owner.
Carved dark brown hardstone grooved scepter head having opposing faces 
on both ends, with simple carved relief facial features. Overall rich surface 
patina with some scattered light areas of surface deposits. Intact.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:44 P.M.

429. Jalisco Decorated Bowl
Jalisco, Mexico.
Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D.
7-1/4”D. x 4-1/8”H.
Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to 
current owner by inheritance.
straight walled pottery bowl having a polychrome painted interlocking, 
concentric diamond pattern decoration. Some remaining cream slip on the 
interior. Scattered areas of mineral deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. 
cond.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:46 P.M.

430. Jalisco Pottery Gourd Rattle
Jalisco, Mexico.
Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D.
6-1/4”L.
Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to 
current owner by inheritance.
Red-brown shading to gray pottery gourd shape rattle, having rows of 
perforations in the body, rattle beads on the interior. Minor stable hairline 
cracks in the bottle, lower half of handle restored.
Est. $100-$200
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:48 P.M.

431. Jalisco Female Holding Bowl
Jalisco, Mexico.
Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D.
6”H.
Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to 
current owner by inheritance.
Hollow pottery seated female figure holding a large bowl with both hands 
on her lap. Cream slip surface with scattered mineral deposits. Some an-
cient roughness on the rim of the bowl, left leg restored. Scattered minor 
paint losses.
Est. $200-$300
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:50 P.M.



432. Colima Redware Ribbed Olla
Colima, Mexico.
Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D.
6”H. x 9”D.
Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to 
current owner by inheritance.
Red-brown pottery olla having a finely ribbed shoulder and a short wide 
neck. Some remaining black painted decoration around the shoulder. Scat-
tered areas of mineral deposits on the surface. Minor rim roughness and 
areas of light surface wear, otherwise intact.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:52 P.M.

433. Stone and Pottery, Beads, Seals and Amulets (13)
Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C. - 800 A.D.
7/8” - 2-1/4”L.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Including a Colima speckled light green stone, simple stylized head pen-
dant with a vessel on top of his head. Perforated through the ears and nose. 
A tiny black stone slab Olmecoid head pendant. A Mixtec pale green stone 
head pendant. A small Olmecoid stone rolled seal with low relief geometric 
decoration. A carved black stone labret, two minor chips on the base edge, 
otherwise intact. A blackware pottery stamp seal having a stylized long 
necked bird head stamp. Chip on the upper rim. A small gray stone stylized 
frog amulet. A small slab stone pendant. A green stone rounded pendant. A 
Mezcala speckled green stone abstract head pendant. A gray stone spindle 
whorl. A simple head form pendant. Finally, a deep green stone simple ab-
stract face pendant. Intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:54 P.M.

434. Nayarit & Colima Figures (3)
West Mexico.
Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D.
4-5/8”, 5-1/4” & 5-1/2”H.
The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 80s.
Including a Colima pregnant standing female. Repaired from four original 
pieces with old restoration over some of the breaklines. Mounted on an old 
custom wood base. Together with a small Colima figure depicted with a 
pointed head and pierced ear lobes. Intact. Finally, a Nayarit seated female 
figure, holding her hands under her breasts. Strong mineral deposits on the 
surface. Head reattached with glue residue around the breakline.
Est. $600-$1,200
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:56 P.M.

435. Veracruz Molded Female Figure Wearing Huipil
Veracruz, Mexico.
Ca. 600-900 A.D.
9-1/2”H.
Private American collection, acquired 1980s
Natural buff-brown pottery standing figure with arms extended in a back-
wards position, supporting a large stylized bird head ornament. Wearing 
floral disc type ear ornaments and a pendant necklace, caped garment with 
a floor length dress. Whistle incorporated in the rear lower body. Repaired 
from approximately twelve original pieces with restoration over most of the 
breaklines and a few very minor losses.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 3:58 P.M.



436. Toltec Decorated Tripod Bowl
Mexico.
Ca. 800-1000 A.D.
7”D. x 4-1/4”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired Arte Primitivo Gallery, auct.91, lot 103, 
2/2008. Estate of Thomas Beckert, VA., acquired 1960s.
Pottery tripod bowl having an exterior band of incised highly stylized zoo-
morphic and geometric decoration. Interior decorated with a painted black 
standing zoomorph and concentric ring decoration, surface wear to painted 
decoration. Rattle type legs. Repaired from four original pieces with break-
lines visible, small rim chip.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:00 P.M.

437. Teotihuacan Relief Decorated Bowl
Mexico.
Ca. 600-900 A.D.
3-1/2”H. x 6-3/4”D.
Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to 
current owner by inheritance.
orangeware pottery bowl decorated with a center relief band having eight 
profile chief heads wearing large feathered headdresses and beaded neck-
laces. Areas of scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Repaired from 
eighteen original pieces, two smaller pieces missing from the base and 
small losses along the visible breaklines.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:02 P.M.

438. Veracruz Sonriente Head
Remojadas, Veracruz, Mexico.
Ca. 600-900 A.D.
7”H., 7”W.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Large molded pottery head, originally from a figure, depicting an adoles-
cent having ceremonial filed front teeth. Wearing a wide headdress with 
relief geometric decoration and disc ear ornaments. Repaired from ap-
proximately twelve original pieces with breaklines somewhat visible. Old 
homemade wood block base.
Est. $550-$850
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:04 P.M.

439. Maya Deity Facial Applique
Central America.
Ca. 500-800 A.D.
6”D.
Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to 
current owner by inheritance.
Natural tan molded pottery deity head depicted wearing a side lock and 
striated hairdo. Exaggerated lips, puckered in a blowing position, possibly 
representing the wind god. Wearing a large pendant necklace and long ear 
ornaments. Finger grips on the reverse. Scattered mineral deposits on the 
surface.
Est. $800-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:06 P.M.



440. Maya Tetrapod Bowl
Honduras/El Salvador Region.
Ca. 500-800 A.D.
9-1/2”W. x 4-1/8”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired Arte Primitivo Gallery, auction 100, lot 
85, 7/2011. Ex. Yanez collection, LI, NY, acquired over 40 years ago, by 
descent from her grandmother.
Orange ware pottery tetrapod bowl having stylized mammary form legs. 
Areas of strong scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Three small rim 
chips, otherwise intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:08 P.M.

441. Maya Pottery Bowl
Central America.
Ca. 600-800 A.D.
8-3/4”D., 3”H.
Private NYC collection. Ex. K. Cohen collection, Florida, acquired 1980s.
Polychrome decorated pottery bowl having a flared rim. Decorated on the 
exterior with a wide band of alternating geometric and circular elements, 
upper and lower segmented bands. Repaired from approximately ten origi-
nal pieces with restoration over the breaklines.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:10 P.M.

442. Maya Pottery Head Fragment
Guatemala.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
6”H.
Private Connecticut collection, acquired 1965-68. Collection #247.
Medium brown hollow pottery head fragment, originally from a figure. 
Wearing a large dome headdress with chin strap, nose ornament, fancy ear 
ornaments and beaded necklace. Missing two necklace beads and having 
a large hole in the front of his headdress. Hardwood block base.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:12 P.M.

443. Maya Eccentric Flints (3)
Central America.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
4-1/2”, 3” & 2-15/16”L.
Ex. Joe Gernena Fine Art, NYC.
Three knapped eccentric flints used as votive offerings. Including a stylized 
scorpion having a good overall white surface patina. Intact. Together with 
a multi legged semiabstract zoomorph having a pointed snout. Scattered 
white surface patina. Intact. Finally, a four lobed example, representing the 
four cardinal directions. Overall white surface patina. Intact.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:14 P.M.



444. Costa Rican Axe God Celts (2)
Costa Rica.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
3-1/8” & 3-7/8”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Including a slab type carved gray stone pendant having low relief triangular 
facial features. Perforated through the neck for suspension. Overall surface 
weathering. Together with a speckled black and gray-green carved stone 
zoomorphic pendant celt. Perforated through the head for suspension. 
Overall surface weathering and a very minor ancient edge flake, otherwise 
intact.
Est. $450-$750
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:16 P.M.

445. Costa Rican Figure, Tapir & Jaguar (3)
Diquis, Costa Rica.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
4-1/2”H., 4”W. & 5-1/4”W.
Private Florida collection, acquired about 24 years ago from a Canal Zone 
employee who brought it to the USA in the late 1960s.
Pottery examples including a seated female figure holding both hands 
on her legs. Painted deep brown and red geometric decoration on a tan 
ground. intact. Together with a jaguar having a whistle incorporated in his 
tail. Some remaining black painted decoration on a cream ground. Overall 
paint loss, otherwise intact. Finally, a tapir having black painted geometric 
decoration on a cream ground, mouth and tail highlighted in red. Minor 
flake on rear right foot and wear to the painted surface, otherwise intact.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:18 P.M.

446. Monkey Vessel and Three Tripod Bowls (4)
Costa Rica and El Salvador.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
2-5/8”H., 4-5/8”D.; 4”H., 6”D.; 5-1/8”H., 6”W. & 7”H.
The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 80s.
Including an orangeware pottery Maya monkey bottle, having a rear head 
spout. Painted red-orange simple geometric decoration and highlights. 
Strong mineral deposits on the surface. Some minor ancient rim loss and 
high point wear, otherwise intact. Together with an olla standing on small 
tripod feet. Red-brown ground with black painted simple geometric deco-
ration. Small rim chip, otherwise intact. A bowl having stylized zoomorphic 
head, tripod feet. Cream slip ground with traces of a red-orange painted rim 
band. Overall strong mineral deposits. Two small rim chips and scattered 
paint losses. Finally, a small bowl having stylized tripod face legs. Painted 
red-brown interior, tan exterior. Repaired from two large original pieces and 
has some rim chips.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:20 P.M.

447. Pottery Animals, Whistles and Bowl (17)
Panama, Costa Rica and Maya Areas.
Ca. 500-1200 A.D.
2” to 4-1/4”L.
Private Brooklyn collection, acquired in the 1950s.
Pottery examples including eight different bird whistles, most with some 
chips or losses. A shell form whistle and a simple fish form example. Four 
different zoomorphic whistles, two missing legs, others with chips and loss-
es. A bulbous bodied ocarina having an applied lizard on the front, loss to 
the spout tip, otherwise intact. A small animal head fragment. Finally, a bird 
form bowl. Repaired from seven original pieces with losses, overall surface 
weathering.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:22 P.M.



448. Classic Macaracas Fruitera
Panama.
Ca. 500-1000 A.D.
11-1/2” x  5-1/2”H.
Acquired from a private Taos, New Mexico collection, about 40 years ago.
Polychrome decorated pottery fruitera depicting a large mythological ser-
pent with a stylized canine biting at the creatures hand, with his open toothy 
mouth. Overall scattered mineral deposits on the surface with areas of en-
crustation. A large piece is missing from the pedestal foot. Minor hairline 
from the rim, overall scattered light wear to the painted surface.
Est. $1,600-$2,200
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:24 P.M.

449. Panamanian Tripod Rattle Leg Bowl
Panama.
Ca. 1000 - 1200 A.D.
6-3/4”D. x 4”H.
Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to 
current owner by inheritance.
Natural tan-orange pottery bowl standing on tripod rattle legs, each with 
a center slit. Scattered light surface deposits. Intact, exc. cond. Quite 
graceful.
Est. $200-$300
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:26 P.M.

450. Small Panamanian Pottery Items (3)
Panama.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
4”, 3-3/8” & 2-3/4”H.
Private Florida collection, acquired about 24 years ago from a Canal Zone 
employee who brought it to the USA in the late 1960s.
Including a small chocolateware pottery stylized frog pedestal bowl, having 
a rattle type base. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Minor flake on 
the nose, otherwise intact. Together with a small orangeware pottery vessel 
having a tapered body and opposing loop handles, both decorated with 
an applied lizard. Strong scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact. 
Finally, an orangeware pottery double conical pedestal, having painted red 
striped decoration. Some minor surface roughness, otherwise intact.
Est. $350-$550
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:28 P.M.

451. Bone & Tooth Necklace & Stone Bark Beaters (3)
Panama.
Ca. 800-1500 A.D.
2-1/2” & 2-7/8”D. for the stones.
Private Florida collection, acquired about 24 years ago from a Canal Zone 
employee who brought it to the USA in the late 1960s.
Including two carved hard stone disc bark beaters, each having a multi 
grooved surface on one side and an opposing smooth polished surface. 
Wide groove around the outer rim. Both intact, exc. cond. Together with a 
fragmentary bone and canine tooth necklace. Composed of long tubular 
bone beads with alternating canine teeth. Some losses and broken long 
beads.
Est. $450-$650
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:30 P.M.



452. Chavin Libation Bowl
Ca. 1000-400 B.C.
8-1/2”W.
Private NYC collection, acquired Arte Primitivo, auct. 43, lot 136, 7/2007. 
Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, Switzerland, collection #1748, 
acquired 1950s-1970s.
Blackware terracotta, flat bottomed bowl having slightly curved walls deco-
rated with hollow drill formed scale pattern, and a lipped pouring channel. 
Intact but some pocking to the surface.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:32 P.M.

453. Moche Painted Lobster Stirrup Vessel
Ca. 300-500 A.D.
8-1/4”H.
Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to 
current owner by inheritance.
pottery globular bottle having a stirrup spout. Painted red-brown lobsters 
on both sides, on a cream ground, wide painted central band. Repaired 
from several original pieces with restoration and repainted to the surface.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:34 P.M.

454. Moche Vegiform Stirrup Vessel
Ca. 500-800 A.D.
7”H. x 6-1/4”W.
Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to 
current owner by inheritance.
Cream slip pottery multi lobed vegiform bottle having a stirrup spout. Lobes 
decorated with red-brown painted linear sections. Spout repaired, resur-
faced and reattached to the body.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:36 P.M.

455. Nazca Miniature Vessel and Flared Kero (2)
Ca. 400-600 A.D.
5”H. & 3-1/2”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Polychrome decorated pottery examples including a small globular bottle 
having tapered spouts with a strap bridge handle. Decorated with two large 
birds having head crests. Darkened surface with some scattered paint 
loss. Together with a small flared rim kero. Decorated with two small profile 
heads, upper and lower solid bands and various geometric elements. A 
large v-shape piece reattached in the side, scattered paint loss.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:38 P.M.



456. Two Small Aryballoi
Inca.
Ca. 1400-1532 A.D.
7” & 5-7/8”H.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960s to early 1970s. To 
present owner by descent.
Including a blackware pottery aryballos having a lustrous black surface. 
Small shoulder lug and tiny perforated lugs under the rim. Left handle re-
stored. Together with a polychrome decorated example having alternat-
ing diamond pattern bands in red and black on an orange-brown ground. 
Some minor rim restoration and surface has been lacquered.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:40 P.M.

457. Inca Wooden Bowl & Kero (2)
Ca. 1000-1425 A.D.
5-1/2”H. & 2-1/8”H. x 6-3/4”D.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960s to early 1970s. To 
present owner by descent.
Including a carved wooden kero decorated on the exterior with carved 
fineline triangular linear columns and alternating solid columns. Linear dia-
mond pattern rim band. Small piece missing from the rim, otherwise intact. 
Together with an undecorated, flat bottom, wooden bowl having opposing 
loop handles. Ancient loss on the underside of one handle and some minor 
rim roughness, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:42 P.M.

458. Chimu/Inca Blackware Vessel
Ca. 1000-1200 A.D.
9-3/4”H.
Private NYC collection. Ex. Arte Primitivo, Auction 43, lot 260, 2007.
Blackware pottery vessel having a stirrup spout, depicting a cooking pot 
with two triangular registers of relief floral decoration on the top of the pot. 
A small monkey clings to the base of the chimney spout. Spout reattached 
with breaklines visible and chips, some pitting on the chimney.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:44 P.M.

459. Chimu Blackware Vessel
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
9”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Arte Primitivo Gallery, ex. Allan 
Wigren collection, NYC, acquired 1970s.
Hollow molded, blackware pottery vessel having a human head spout and 
texture-molded body with low relief geometric stepped and triangular edge 
borders. Edge chips on the strap handle, minor rim chips and two small 
base edge chips, surface abrasions to spout, otherwise intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:46 P.M.



460. Chimu-Inca Pottery Shell Vessel
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
5-3/4”H.
Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to 
current owner by inheritance.
Tan-brown molded shell form bottle having a wide, slightly tapered tubular 
neck. A few areas of scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Four small 
rim chips, otherwise intact.
Est. $500-$750
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:48 P.M.

461. Tiahuanaco Pottery Jaguar Kero
Bolivia.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
7-1/2”H.
Ex. Richard Johnson collection, acquired 1950s-1960s.
Salmon color pottery kero having a large projecting stylized jaguar head 
spout from the upper rim, applied loop tail handle. Scattered mineral de-
posits and root marks on the surface. Missing both ears and a piece from 
the rim, Some minor surface flakes, otherwise intact.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:50 P.M.

462. Huari Decorated Bottle
Ca. 600-900 A.D.
9-1/4”H. x 7-1/2”D.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960s to early 1970s. To 
present owner by descent.
Polychrome decorated pottery tapered bulbous bottle having zoomorphic 
lug handles. Decorated with two large upper registers, each depicting large 
semiabstract profile bird heads and snakes; various geometric borders. A 
3/8” probe hole in the shoulder and scattered light wear to the painted 
surface, otherwise intact.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:52 P.M.

463. Inca Fish Bottle & Deer Vessel (2)
Ca. 800-1250 A.D.
5-7/8”H. & 6-7/8”H.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960s to early 1970s. To 
present owner by descent.
Both are salmon color pottery including an Inca fish vessel having a squared 
stirrup spout. Wide toothy mouth and incised detailed fins. Strong scattered 
mineral deposits on the surface. Two minor rim flakes, otherwise intact. To-
gether with a Chimu/Inca bound deer vessel, lying on top of a rectangular 
paneled bottle. Depicted with a protruding tongue and legs bound. Scat-
tered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:54 P.M.



464. Chancay Amphora with Frogs
Ca. 1000-1200 A.D.
11”H. x 7”D.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960s to early 1970s. To 
present owner by descent.
Multi lobed pottery amphora, relief decorated on the lobes with applied 
stylized frogs and alternating lobes painted chocolate-brown on a cream 
ground. Flared mouth having a painted net pattern, opposing handles from 
neck to shoulders. Several rim chips, some restoration to the frogs, mostly 
to their heads, otherwise intact.
Est. $800-$1,500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:56 P.M.

465. Wooden Lime Dipper, Bird & Stone Canopa (3)
Huari, Chancay and Inca.
Ca. 1000-1425 A.D.
3”L., 5-1/4”L. & 5-1/8”L.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960s to early 1970s. To 
present owner by descent.
Including a well carved black hardstone Inca canopa, having a geometrical-
ly carved head and dewlap, drill hollowed body. Scattered surface depos-
its. Intact. A nice example. Together with a Chancay carved wooden bird, 
having black and white painted details. Intact. Finally, a carved hardwood 
lime dipper having a figural finial depicting a standing figure, playing pan 
pipes. Intact.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 4:58 P.M.

466. Chimu Shell and Stone Necklaces (3)
Ca. 1000-1425 A.D.
24”L., 22”L. & 14”L.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960s to early 1970s. To 
present owner by descent.
Three different single strand necklaces including a mixed multicolor stone 
and shell beaded necklace with eight small duck shape beads and a zoo-
morphic pendant. Together with a carved shell beaded necklace composed 
of rectangular and disc bead spacers. Finally, a graduated disc shell beaded 
strand composed of purple and cream color beads. All are without clasps.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:00 P.M.

467. Aryballos, Doll and Amphora (3)
Inca, Moche & Chancay.
Ca. 1000-1425 A.D.
9-1/2”H., 6-1/4”H. & 5-1/4”H.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960s to early 1970s. To 
present owner by descent.
Including a blackware pottery Inca aryballos depicting a rotund-bodied 
hunchback, applied loop handles on the lower sides. V-shape original piece 
reattached in the lip, minor rim chips, one restored rim chip, tiny probe hole 
in the base and stable hairline crack. Together with a small Chancay am-
phora having lower body loop handles. Painted chocolate linear and geo-
metric decoration on a cream slip ground. Restored rim chips with rough-
ness. Finally, a Moche molded pottery figural female doll/rattle. Medium 
brown ground, red-brown painted face having a stepped decoration. Chip 
on her rear left foot and tip of nose, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:02 P.M.



468. Chimu Blackware Erotic Dog Vessel
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
8-1/8”H.
The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 80s.
Blackware pottery vessel depicting a curled dog with his erect penis in his 
mouth. Paws resting on his stomach. Large upper collar rim opening. Bur-
nished surface with overall scattered surface deposits. Right ear restored, 
otherwise intact. A rare example.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:04 P.M.

469. Pre-Columbian Lot (11)
Mexico, Panama, Maya Areas, Ecuador.
Ca. 200 - 1000 A.D.
1-1/2” - 7-1/4”H. Strand is 12” doubled.
Private Brooklyn collection, acquired in the 1950s.
Including an Ecuadorian molded pottery standing female figure, missing 
right foot. Together with a pregnant standing female figure, whistle incorpo-
rated in the spout. Loss to nose, spout rim chip and digs. A single strand 
of fifty decorated spindle whorl beads. A small Colima figure, right arm, leg 
and head reattached. A Michoacan standing female figure with head from 
a different figure. Two small Panamanian figures, some paint loss, other-
wise intact. A small and larger Maya head fragments, with losses. A pottery 
bead. Finally, a rectangular Maya leg fragment from a vessel, decorated 
with a low relief profile bird head.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:06 P.M.

470. Narino Pedestal Bowl and Bird Whistle (2)
Colombia and Mexico.
Ca. 200 & 800 A.D.
5”H., 6-3/8”D. & 2-3/8”L.
Collection of Mr. & Mrs. James Di Bella, NYC.
Including a Narino red-orange pottery pedestal bowl, having some remain-
ing black resist geometric decoration. Strong scattered mineral deposits on 
the surface. Intact. Together with a small blackware pottery bird whistle. A 
few minor ancient edge chips, otherwise intact.
Est. $200-$300
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:08 P.M.

471. Pre-Columbian Remainder Lot (7)
Mexico and Maya areas.
Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D.
1-3/4”H. to 4-3/4”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired as gifts in Mexico, 1967.
Including a Colima/Nayarit small squash form olla having overall strong 
mineral deposits on the surface. Minor rim chips, otherwise intact. Together 
with a small seated Jalisco male figure having red and black painted details. 
Repaired from five original pieces. A small seated pre-classic Chupicuaro 
seated figure, holding both hands on her raised knees. Perforated through 
her head for suspension. Head reattached. Block base. Maya orangeware 
poison pot, banded concentric ring pattern. Missing rim and mounted up-
side down on a block base. Small Maya molded female figure, repaired 
from approximately five original pieces. Block base. Small Maya bird form 
whistle. Some minor ancient spout chips, otherwise intact. Custom base. 
Finally, a Mezcala small carved stone idol. Intact. Custom base.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:10 P.M.



472. Diquis Olla With Faces & Nayarit Olla (2)
Costa Rica & Nayarit, Mexico.
Ca. 1200 A.D. & 100 B.C.-250 A.D.
4”H. x 6-1/2”D. & 5-1/8”D.
Private NYC collection. Ex. Arte Primitivo Gallery, Auction 40, lot 8. Ex. 
Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, Switzerland, acquired 1960s & Ex. 
Vernon Mackie, collected mid 1950s.
Round bottomed terracotta bowl with angled shoulder and slightly flared 
rim. Small loop handle and three relief faces on the rim. Probe hole in 
base, else intact. Together with a small Nayarit pottery olla having a saucer 
shaped body with a collared mouth. Deep red-brown ground with a black 
resist geometric decoration. Scattered areas of mineral deposits on the 
surface. Intact.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:12 P.M.

473. Bolivian Textile Cover
Aymara, Bolivia.
Ca. 19th century or earlier.
25”L. x 32”W.
Private NYC collection. Ex. Arthur M. Bullowa, acquired 1950s-1970s, 
bequeathed to The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1993.
multicolor woven
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:14 P.M.

474. Pre-Columbian & Antiquities Lot (14)
Varied.
Ca. 300 B.C. - modern times.
1-1/4” - 3-1/2”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Including four small Pre-Columbian pottery whistles, one missing top fig-
ure. A Mexican pottery ear ornament decorated with a profile bird. Two 
small Pre-Columbian stone celts. A small Costa Rican pottery bowl with 
painted decoration, intact. A red-brown pottery miniature tripod bowl with 
incised decoration. Rim chip, otherwise intact. A large white stone weath-
ered pendant bead. A carved gray stone head. A black stone frog effigy, 
not ancient. A small Egyptian faience pottery ushabti, weathered surface. 
Finally, a small Ecuadorian black pottery face pendant. Intact.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:16 P.M.

475. Mesopotamian Stone Zoomorphic Amulet
Middle East.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
1-3/8”H. x 2”L.
Private Chicago collection, acquired over 25 years ago.
Carved tan hardstone zoomorphic amulet having small relief carved ears 
and incised facial details. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:18 P.M.



476. Mesopotamian & Central Asian Amulets (7)
Mesopotamia, Iran and Afghanistan.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
3/8” - 1-3/8”L.
NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, Sumer Gallery, NYC., 
1980s.
Five different Afghani stone amulets including a brilliant blue lapis zoo-
morph, a lapis bird, a gray stone ram, a banded black agate bird and a 
coral bird. Chip on the agate birds feet, otherwise all are intact. Together 
with a Mesopotamian white stone zoomorph, missing tip of one ear. Finally, 
an ancient Persian variegated stone bird stamp seal, uninscribed. Ancient 
chip on base edge, otherwise intact.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:20 P.M.

477. Luristan Bronze Animal
Iran.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
3-1/4” nose to tail.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, 1990s.
Solid cast bronze animal standing on four long tapered legs. Depicted with 
large perked ears and a pointy snout, long tail. Probably a horse or canine. 
Brown encrusted blue-green surface patina. Intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:22 P.M.

478. Ancient Figural Bronzes (4)
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
7/8” - 1-1/8”L.
NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, Sumer Gallery, NYC., 
1980s.
Including a small cast bronze amulet depicting a seated zoomorph holding 
implements with another zoomorph on his back, possibly Roman-Egypt. 
Together with a seated mother and child, missing most of suspension loop. 
A flat figural pendant with raised arms and legs. The smallest figural pen-
dant of a standing female, possibly Roman. Missing the rear suspension 
loop.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:24 P.M.

479. Silver Hair Rings, Pin and Bead (7)
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
1/4” - 1-1/2”L.
NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, Sumer Gallery, NYC., 
1980s.
Including five small silver hair rings, having encrusted surface patinas. One 
missing a tip, otherwise all others are intact. Together with a silver pin hav-
ing a bull head finial decorated with a incised and stippled triangular ele-
ment in the center of his forehead. Missing lower portion of the pin. Finally, 
a small biconical silver bead having an encrusted surface.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:26 P.M.



480. Holyland Squat Pottery Vessels (5)
Israel, Middle East.
Iron age, ca. 1200-1000 B.C.
3” - 3-3/4”H., 3-5/8” - 4-1/4”D.
Collection of Mr. & Mrs. James DiBella, NYC. Acquired from Khader M. 
Baidun, Israel.
Five similar undecorated pottery vessels, all having small loop or lug han-
dles applied to their shoulders, slightly rounded bottoms. All with various 
areas of encrustation and scattered mineral deposits. All have some re-
pairs, losses and minor restoration.
Est. $500-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:28 P.M.

481. Ancient Sumerian Necklace Parts (51)
Found in Syria.
Ca. 2nd-1st millennium B.C.
1/4”-
NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, Sumer Gallery, NYC., 
1980s.
15 Stone foot beads. 26 faience. 10 misc.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:30 P.M.

482. Sumerian Stone Beads & Pendants (17)
Found in Syria.
Ca. 2nd-1st millennium B.C.
1/2”W. to 2”W.
NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, Sumer Gallery, NYC., 
1980s.
Three agate beads including a large ovoid banded bead, barrel bead and an 
elliptical, flat back example. Three diamond shape stone beads including 
a large brown agate bead with an incised diamond pattern, a small orange 
carnelian bead with incised decoration, a white stone bead with hollow 
drilled decoration, and a four sided lapis bead. Five different shell and stone 
button type beads and ornaments having various circular design elements. 
A rock crystal zoomorphic bead, missing head. A black stone hoop ear 
ornament. A white marble decorated conical pendant bead. A gray-green 
stone double lobed bead with crosshatched and central ring decoration. 
Finally, a gray stone plaque pendant having an upper row of carved floral 
elements and a lower crosshatched border.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:32 P.M.

483. Phoenician and Egyptianizing Seals & Glass (10)
Middle East.
Ca. 700 B.C. - 1st century A.D.
1/4” - 1-3/4”L.
Ex. collection of Dr. John Winnie, St. Marys, Georgia.
Including a tiny amethyst stone scarab, intact. A small green jasper stone 
scarab, incised with a standing animal, intact. A blue and cream marbleized 
stone undecorated scaraboid bead. An ovoid mottled gray and black stone 
seal carved with a simple stylized horse stamp. A carved black stone round 
button seal having a stylized Bes head stamp, flanked by serpents. A very 
worn, blue paste glass head bead. A paste glass blue cylinder bead having 
a cream feather decoration, trimmed in yellow at both ends. A flat tapered 
blue paste glass vial with cream zigzag and squiggle decoration. Some rim 
loss, otherwise intact. A blue-black glass bead with swirl surface decora-
tion, chipped on one end. Finally, a small fragmentary glass seal bead.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:34 P.M.



484. Sumerian Seals & Ornaments (12)
Syria.
Ca. 1st Millennium B.C.
1/4” - 1-3/8”L.
NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, Sumer Gallery, NYC., 
1980s.
Including a bronze cylinder pendant having a crosshatch body decoration 
and large suspension lug. A small black stone stamp seal with a cross-
hatched stamp. A miniature black stone votive celt. A carved bone die. A 
red and cream banded agate eye bead. Two different carved shell birds 
and a shell openwork roundel. A small rock crystal cabochon with a carved 
semiabstract linear animal design. Finally, three Sumerian stone disc beads 
(two white and one red) with drilled decoration on both sides. All intact.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:36 P.M.

485. Ancient Bronze Pins (6)
Central to Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2-1/2” - 5”L.
NYC collection, ex. Jack Ogden, London.
Including a bronze Urartuian pin having a clenched fist finial and multi ring 
arm, lower tapered pin. Over deep green surface patina. Intact. together 
with two matching pins having rams head finials with long curled horns. 
Both are intact. Two similar pins having bird finials, both missing lower por-
tion of the pins. Finally, a Luristan pin having a goats head finial with long 
curved horns. Intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:38 P.M.

486. Central Asian Necklace Parts & Coin (36)
Mostly Afghanistan.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
1/4” - 3/4”L.
NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, Sumer Gallery, NYC., 
1980s.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:40 P.M.

487. Early Seals Beads and Amulets (11)
Asia Minor to Western Asia.
Ca. 3rd - 1st millennium B.C.
1/2” - 2-1/8”L.
NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, Sumer Gallery, NYC., 
1980s.
Including several agate and carnelian beads and a large Jemdet Nasr, flat 
oval alabaster bead. Two different stone cylinder seals, one with three hu-
man figures before a seated king, having a few edge chips, the other of 
geometric decoration having loss along one end. A button seal carved with 
a geometric star on top and abstract animal on the underside. An agate eye 
bead and eye inset. Together with assorted beads.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:42 P.M.



488. Metal Seals and Ornaments (9)
Western Asia to Asia Minor.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
1/2” - 3”L.
NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, Sumer Gallery, NYC., 
1980s.
Two fragmentary silver bow type fibulas and a bronze heavily encrusted 
finger ring. A bronze stamp seal with geometric inscription. A round plaque 
ornament with filigree decoration and missing the four original glass insets. 
A bronze attachment socket. A heavily encrusted bronze snake amulet. 
A geometric decorated bronze barrel seal. A bronze Anatolian vegiform 
bead.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:44 P.M.

489. Greek Pottery Lot (3)
Greece and Campania.
Ca. 5th -3rd century B.C.
4”H., 4”H., 3-3/8”D.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher. Jarlet acquired in 
Bar Harbor, Maine in 1954.
Including a small black glazed pottery dish having a rimmed foot and low-
er lip. Painted black concentric ring decoration on the underside of the 
base. Scattered light surface encrustation, Intact. Together with a small 
black glazed pottery loop handled jarlet. Decorated with a simple painted 
red-brown shoulder band. Very minor rim chips on the basal edge, other-
wise intact. Finally, a pottery amphoriskos, decorated with a red-brown and 
medium brown geometric decoration on a cream ground. Strong mineral 
deposits on the surface. Two minor pin holes in the body, otherwise intact. 
Glued to an old wood block base.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:46 P.M.

490. Greek Pottery Protome Bust
Boeotia, Greece.
Ca. 6th century B.C.
5”H.
Private NYC collection. Ex. Gorney Mosch. Ex. private German collection, 
acquired 1960s.
Orangeware molded pottery protome bust depicted with long hair, wearing 
a wide collar garment and holding a small animal with both hands. Probably 
originally from a full figure, missing the lower rear left portion, overall light 
surface weathering. Mounted on a wooden block base.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:48 P.M.

491. Greco-Roman Terracotta Standing Female Figure
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 300 B.C.- 100 A.D.
7”H.
Katherine King collection, Milwaukee, acquired from Leslie Hindman 
auction 2006, deaccessioned from the Rockford Museum, Illinois, donated 
from a private Midwestern collection.
Solid molded terracotta standing nude female figure of slender proportions. 
Depicted with a high, striated hairdo terminating in a rear bun, with ringlets. 
Missing most of both arms and surface erosion on the front legs, some 
losses to her ringlets.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:50 P.M.



492. Greco-Roman & Roman Terracotta Heads (4)
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 300 B.C.-100 A.D.
1-5/8”H. to 2-3/8”H.
Katherine King collection, Milwaukee, ex. Celia Schwebel Gerson, Yorktown 
Heights, NY, collected pre 1959. & Marilyn Michaels collection, NYC, 
acquired 27 years ago from a Madison Ave. dealer
Four different terracotta female heads, originally from figures. One wear-
ing a “beehive’ type hat. The other three are depicted with classical style 
hairdos. All with beautifully rendered facial features. Three are mounted on 
bases. Overall exc. cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:52 P.M.

493. Etruscan Bucchero Ware Small Oinochoe
Etruria.
Ca. 6th century B.C.
5-1/2”H.
Private NYC collection. Ex. Achen,  Germany collection, acquired 1950s.
Elegant blackware pottery oinochoe, handled pitcher having a tapered 
bulbous body and applied strap handle. Thin flared rim with pour spout 
and small disc foot, collared rim at the base of the neck. Finely burnished 
surface. A few very minor restored rim chips, otherwise intact. A nice 
example.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:54 P.M.

494. Gnathian Ware Lidded Pyxis
Apulia.
Ca. 350 B.C.
3”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired 1980s from Fortuna Fine Arts, NYC.
Black metallic glazed pottery lidded vessel. Lid decorated with an incised 
and painted leafy vine pattern. Large knob type finial handle. Lower bowl 
portion decorated with a white painted tongue pattern around the rim. 
Scattered areas of surface encrustation. A few very minor rim flakes and 
some paint loss, otherwise intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:56 P.M.

495. Roman Terracotta Molded Female Head
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 100 B.C.-200 A.D.
6-1/4”H.
Katherine King collection, Milwaukee, acquired from Leslie Hindman 
auction 2006, deaccessioned from the Rockford Museum, Illinois, donated 
from a private Midwestern collection.
Salmon color terracotta votive head of a lady having a long slender neck, 
depicted with a wavy hairdo pulled back by a diadem or fillet. Her eyes 
inset below arched brows, and small closed lips. Scattered areas of sur-
face deposits. Loss to the lower front rim and a minor flake on reverse of 
diadem, otherwise intact. Old custom lucite base.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 5:58 P.M.



496. Greco-Roman Small Marble Head
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 300 B.C. to 100 B.C.
2-1/8”H.
Katherine King collection, Milwaukee, acquired from Leslie Hindman 
auction 2006, deaccessioned from the Rockford Museum, Illinois, donated 
from a private Midwestern collection.
Small carved marble head having a wavy hairdo with a diadem. Wide al-
mond shape eyes and realistic facial features. Overall scattered encrusted 
deep black-brown surface deposits with a tan-brown surface patina. An-
cient loss to her nose, otherwise intact.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:00 P.M.

497. Protome Maskette & Roman-Egyptian Head & Bust (3)
Egypt & Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 300 B.C. to 100 A.D.
4-7/8”H., 3-1/8”H. & 1-1/4”H.
Katherine King collection, Milwaukee, acquired from Leslie Hindman 
auction 2006, deaccessioned from the Rockford Museum, Illinois, donated 
from a private Midwestern collection.
Lovely molded, brown-pink terracotta protome of a Greek goddess, having 
serene features and with hair draped in himation. Some remaining cream 
slip surface. Perforated at top for attachment. tape mark across her chest, 
otherwise intact. A nice example. Together with a Roman-Egyptian molded 
pottery fragment probably depicting Isis with the baby Horus. Scattered 
mineral deposits on the surface. Finally, a Roman molded terracotta hood-
ed female head from a figure. Mounted on an old hardwood base.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:02 P.M.

498. Bronze Finger Rings (16)
Mostly Roman, earliest is Mari.
Mostly 100-300 A.D., earliest is 2500 B.C.
3/4” - 7/8”W.
NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, Sumer Gallery, NYC., 
1980s.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:04 P.M.

499. Early Dynastic Blackware Jar
Egypt.
Early Dynastic period, 3200-2649 B.C.
6-1/2”H.
Private Connceticut collection, ex. Midlo collection, New Orleans, 
1950s-60s.
Black reduction pottery vessel having a rounded conical base and slightly 
flared rim. An area of surface erosion near the base and some scattered 
small rim chips, small stable hairline in the lower portion, otherwise intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:06 P.M.



500. Pottery Amulet and Scarab Molds (16)
Egypt.
Ca. 1200-700 B.C.
1-1/8” - 2”L.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Alex G. Malloy, South Salem, NY., 
1970s.
Sixteen red-brown pottery molds including four scarab molds, two uzat 
eye molds, five cartouche molds, two decorated ring bezel molds, three 
standing figures and one kneeling figure holding an offering vessel molds. 
Two cartouche molds have some edge losses, otherwise all are intact, exc. 
cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:08 P.M.

501. Pottery Amulet and Scarab Molds (21)
Egypt.
Ca. 1200-700 B.C.
1” - 2”L.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Alex G. Malloy, South Salem, NY., 
1970s.
Twenty-one red-brown pottery molds including four larger molds depict-
ing a pharaoh in front of an alter, a large baboon mold, a seated dog and 
a striding figure. Together with four scarab molds, seven uzat eye molds, 
three cartouche molds, a Bes mold, a seated baboon mold and a ushabti 
mold. One cartouche mold has losses, otherwise all are intact, exc. cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:10 P.M.

502. Ancient Stone Scarabs (14)
Egypt and Phoenicia.
Ca. 2nd millennium - 300 B.C.
1/4” - 15/16”.
Ex. collection of Dr. John Winnie, St. Marys, Georgia.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:12 P.M.

503. Egyptian Ushabti
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
3-3/8”H.
Private NYC collection. Ex. Thomas Shultz, collection, Berlin, Germany, 
1990s.
Small blue-green glazed faience pottery mummiform ushabti. Depicted 
wearing the royal wig and beard, holding implements in his hands, seed 
bag over his left shoulder. Scattered areas of a tan surface patina. Ancient 
chip on the lower rear column and a few very minor base edge chips, oth-
erwise intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:14 P.M.



504. Egyptian Seal Beads & Amulets (5)
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
3/8” to  1-3/8”.
NYC collection, acquired over 20 years ago, various sources.
Including a rectangular steatite bead carved on both sides with animal and 
hieroglyphic inscriptions. Intact. A small rectangular bone bead carved on 
both sides with hieroglyphic inscriptions. Intact. A black glazed pottery tab-
let type bead with stylized gods on both sides. Intact. A rectangular gray 
glazed pottery pendant with a cartouche on the front. Some minor edge 
wear, otherwise intact. Finally, A gray color amuletic plaque decorated with 
two Uzat eyes and a dung beetle in the center. Loss to the beard tip on one 
eye, otherwise intact.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:16 P.M.

505. Egyptian and Roman Beaded Necklaces (3)
Roman-Egypt.
Ca. 700 B.C. - 1st century A.D.
11”, 12”, & 13” doubled.
Ex. collection of Dr. John Winnie, St. Marys, Georgia.
Three different single strand necklaces including a necklace composed of 
orange carnelian disc beads alternated with small white stone disc spacer 
beads. A necklace composed of red glass beads interspersed with cream 
and blue-green small pottery and stone spacer beads. Red-orange car-
nelian pendant in the center. Finally, an antique  necklace composed of 
polished seed pods, strung on a handmade wire loop chain, probably from 
a later time period.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:18 P.M.

506. Coptic Bone Dolls and Amulets (6)
Egypt.
Ca. 5th century A.D.
1” - 2-3/8”H.
Ex. collection of Dr. John Winnie, St. Marys, Georgia.
Including three similar rectangular bone plaque amulets and a diamond 
shape example, all decorated with a hollow drilled concentric ring design. 
Rich honey color surface patinas. All are intact, nice examples. Together 
with two different bone dolls, including a full-bodied female example and a 
tapered doll with simple incised facial features. Both are intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:20 P.M.

507. Islamic Silvered Bronze Celt
Middle East.
Ca. 1200-1400 A.D.
2-7/8” x 1-7/8”.
Private NY collection, acquired 25 years ago at Greys Mews, London.
Bronze slab type celt having a low relief decoration depicting a warrior/
hunter on horse back wielding a long sword at a wild animal, decoration 
highlighted in silver. Overall areas of blue-green surface patina. Old chip on 
the lower corner, otherwise intact.
Est. $400-$500
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:22 P.M.



508. Sack Shaped Core Formed Amphoriskos
Eastern Mediterranean to Middle East.
Ca. 5th-3rd century B.C.
3-1/8”H.
Private NYC collection,. acquired from Fortuna Fine Art, 1980s.
Core form amphoriskos having a rounded sack shaped body and tiny ap-
plied, perforated handles on the shoulder. Yellow and white marvered drap-
ery pattern. Repaired from approximately four original pieces, having a 3/4” 
area of filler on the shoulder and a small patch in the body, one handle 
replaced. A scarce type. Custom lucite base.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:24 P.M.

509. Roman Glass Lot (4)
Middle East.
Ca. 100-300 A.D.
2-1/4”H. to 6-1/4”H.
Katherine King collection, Milwaukee, ex. estate of Sam Schaefler, NYC., 
acquired 1970s.
Including a cylindrical-bodied bottle with short, slender neck, in very light 
green to colorless glass, intact. Next is a sprinkler flask with globular body 
having light, diagonal swirl ribbing, a dark green band at the constricted 
neck, missing lip, yellow-amber color. Together with a bottle having a heav-
ily reconstructed body and handle and original neck with flared rim. Finally, 
a yellow-green bulbous body fragment from a bottle.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:26 P.M.

510. Roman Glass Bottles (3)
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 100 A.D. to 300 A.D.
3-1/4” to 4-1/8”H.
Katherine King collection, Milwaukee, ex. estate of Warren Koch, acquired 
1970s.
Including an auburgine jar with opposing applied handles, having a bul-
bous body with a light ribbed pattern. Scattered iridescence surface patina. 
Missing the upper portion of one handle, otherwise intact. Together with a 
medium yellow-green glass sprinkler bottle having a swirl pattern ribbed 
body and wide flared lip. Neck repaired and reattached, missing a small 
piece along the visible breakline, otherwise intact. Finally, a yellow-green 
bulbous body bottle, having a dark purple crudely applied string decoration 
around the neck and applied handle. Repaired from several small original 
pieces, a small piece missing in the base.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:28 P.M.

511. Islamic Ceramic and Two Roman Glass Vessels (3)
Middle East & Iran.
Ca. 100-300 A.D. & 1200 A.D.
4-3/8”, 2-1/2” & 1-3/8”H.
The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 80s.
Including a glazed pottery vessel having a single strap handle. Decorated 
with a blue and black geometric decoration on a cream ground. Overall 
areas of iridescence surface patina. Handle repaired and reattached, sev-
eral small original pieces reattached around the lower body. Together with 
a yellow-green glass bottle having a ribbed pattern body and flared lip. 
Overall iridescence surface patina. Repaired from approximately four origi-
nal pieces with a 1/8” hole in the body. Finally, a medium blue-green glass 
vial having a wide flared lip. Strong areas of silvery surface patina. Missing 
half of lip.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Thursday, December 10th, 6:30 P.M.



512. Chinese Stone Boy Riding Bull
China.
Late 19th - early 20th century.
7-1/2”W. x 11-3/4”L. x 5-3/4”H.
NYC collection, acquired in China.
Carved from a solid block of black hard stone, depicting a young boy on the 
back of a reclining bull. Large integral rectangular platform base having an 
incised floral vine decoration, carved on the edges with a relief geometric 
pattern. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:00 A.M.

513. Pair of Foo Lions and Small Figures (4)
China.
Ca. 19th to early 20th century.
4-1/8”H. to 4-5/8”H.
Collection of Norma Boggiano, acquired 1960s-70s, NYC., by descent to 
her family.
Carved wood pair of foo lions with some remaining surface paint. Together 
with a small carved and painted wood monk figure. Repaired break through 
the ankles, overall paint losses. Finally, a carved wood kneeling figure hav-
ing some remaining white surface pigment. Both figures mounted on old 
wood bases.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:02 A.M.

514. Thai Bronze Buddha Head
Thailand.
Late 19th century.
9-1/2”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Cast bronze Buddha head depicted with a meditative expression, arched 
eyebrows, aquiline nose, gently smiling bow shaped lips, elongated ears, 
tightly knotted hairdo with flame finial. deep brown surface patina. Exc. 
cond. Mounted on a marble block base.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:04 A.M.

515. Bronze and Wood Buddhas (2)
Burma and Thailand.
Ratanikosin Dynasty, ca. 1780-1820 for the bronze, 19th century for the 
wood.
8-1/8” & 8-1/4”H.
Collection of Norma Boggiano, acquired 1960s-70s, NYC., by descent to 
her family.
Including a small cast bronze Ratanikosin Buddha seated on top of a multi 
tiered base, flame decoration on the knees, shoulders and head, tall flame 
finial. Holding an offering bowl, gilt surface with painted red details. Intact. 
Together with a carved hard wood Buddha, seated on a tall integral tapered 
block base. Faint painted dedication on the front of the base. Painted gilt 
surface, intact.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:06 A.M.



516. Two Stone Tools
papua New Guinea.
5-1/2” and 7-3/8”L.
Ex. Paul Baus, OH. Acquired from Laurits Sunde, Galleri Etnografica, 
Copenhagen, 1965.
First a Massim flint flake knife having a clay handle with red pigment. Cou-
ple tiny modern chips along the blade. Together with a hardstolne , 3/4 
grooved axe having a rounded, semi-lunate blade face and a flat hammer 
end. Intact but has some blade chipping.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:08 A.M.

517. South Seas Pair of 
Paddles
63-1/2”L.
Ex. Paul Baus, OH. Acquired 
from Laurits Sunde, Galleri 
Etnografica, Copenhagen, 1965.
Pair of ceremonial paddles en-
graved with notched and geo-
metric patterns on both sides of 
slender paddle face, long handle, 
and finial with openwork forms 
and pointed ends. Red-brown 
dry patina.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Friday, December 
11th, 11:10 A.M.

518. Solomon Islands Comb
Melanesia, east of Papua New Guinea.
10-1/2”H.
Private AZ. collection.
Carved wood prestige comb with long slender tapered tines, handle en-
graved with zigzag band and central cross form with inlaid mother-of-pearl 
and smaller flanking cross-forms. Some tines broken. Medium brown 
smooth patina. This was the type of comb often seen in portraits adorning 
sitters hair and part of their festive or traditional garments. Custom metal 
wall mount.
Est. $200-$300
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:12 A.M.

519. Miniature Yipwon Figures (2)
Upper Korewari River, East Sepik area, Papua New Guinea.
12” & 8”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Small personal sized amulets for hunter-warriors. Of similar form, each 
balances on single angular leg with rib-like hooks surrounding a flattened 
profile head. Larger “yipwon” has node heart form below head, and small 
stone eye inlays adhered with black mineral adhesive. Repaired breaks, 
light loss to frontal tips. Smaller of more delicate form, missing eye inlays 
and foot. Each on custom base.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:14 A.M.



520. Basket Hook Figure & Small Gable Mask (2)
Sepik River, Papua New Guinea.
20-1/4” & 12-3/4”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Slender figure standing on crescentic hook with hands at sides of thin beak 
extending from chin. Dark brown-black slip. Section of hook base reglued. 
The thick hardwood oval mask with inlaid bone eyes, painted with black, 
red-brown, and cream pattern. Hairline age cracks. Both have hanging 
hook on back.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:16 A.M.

521. Bride Price, Yam Mask & Bamboo Tube (3)
Papua New Guinea.
11-3/8”, 19-1/2” & 15-1/8”L.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Bride price in form of a face composed of tightly woven fiber, nassa shells, 
boars tusks, white feathers, and cowry shells. Painted with red, yellow, 
and blue-green pigments. Lashed to a bamboo tray frame. Light loss and 
cracks on boars tusks. Abelam finial with pointed forehead, concave face 
with relief features, painted in red and black pigments. Plus bamboo tube 
with engraved curvilinear pattern and fiber bands. Both with age cracks.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:18 A.M.

522. New Guinea Gable Mask
Papua New Guinea.
30”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, 
professor emeritus, John Jay College 
of Criminal Justice, of NYC and 
Prospect Point, Maine.
Carved wood mask of an ancestor 
with embedded cowry shell eyes, 
elongated nasal ridge terminating in a 
small bird head in front of the mouth 
area. Painted in taupe, black, and 
pink pigments. Surface wear, pigment 
loss, age cracks, repainted areas.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 
11:19 A.M.

523. New Guinea Bird-form 
Daggers (2)
Papua New Guinea.
8” & 15-1/2”H.
Private NY State collectiion, 
acquired from PB84, 1977.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 
11:20 A.M.



524. Sepik River Ancestral Figure
Papua New Guinea.
10-7/8”H.
The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 80s.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:21 A.M.

526. Miniature Ancestor Head with Frigate Feathers
Sepik River, Papua New Guinea.
1-7/8”H.
The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 80s.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:23 A.M.

527. New Guinea Kina Shell Ornament
Papua New Guinea.
6-3/4”W.
Ex. estate of Dr. Ruth Lax, NYC.
Crescent shaped pectoral cut from a gold-lip pearl shell, with perforations 
at tapered edges for suspension. Warm iridescent color, some rough edg-
es, else intact. Would have been worn in ceremonial and celebratory occa-
sions, and also valued as part of a bride price.
Est. $150-$250
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:24 A.M.

528. Navajo Maiden Kachina
Hopi, Southwest USA.
Mid-3/4, 20th century.
8-3/8”H.
Robert M. Peters collection, acquired from Indian Summer Gallery, 
Colorado.
“Tasap Mana” or Navajo maiden, carved by Victor Charlie with old gallery 
tag from Indian Summer Gallery, Estes Park, CO. Carved wood and painted 
in multi color. Intact, overall exc. cond.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:25 A.M.



529. Hopi Masau Kachina
Southwest USA.
Mid-3/4, 20th century.
10-3/4”H.
Robert M. Peters collection.
Carved wood kachina wearing an oilcloth blanket around his head and 
shoulders, large circular applied eyes and mouth. Holding ceremonial 
wands in both hands. Wearing a tied stick headdress adorned with chicken 
feathers. Carved by Edwin Chayou. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:26 A.M.

530. Crow Mother Kachina
Southwest USA.
Mid-3/4, 20th century.
9-7/8”H.
Robert M. Peters collection.
Carved wood “Crow Mother” kachina, multi color painted decoration and 
details. Holding an offering bowl with both hands. Wearing a large black 
crow wing dance mask. Nicely detailed wings and fine quality carving. In-
tact, overall exc. cond.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:27 A.M.

531. Hopi Ma’alo Kachina
Southwest USA.
Mid-3/4, 20th century.
10-3/4”H.
Robert M. Peters collection.
Carved wood Maalo or stick kachina, painted with a multicolor geomet-
ric decoration and details. Yarn and chicken feather embellishments to his 
dance mask type head. Wearing a felt cloth belt and sash. Intact, overall 
exc. cond.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:28 A.M.

532. Hopi Kachina by Victor Charlie
Southwest USA.
Mid-3/4, 20th century.
11-3/4”H.
Robert M. Peters collection.
Carved wood kachina having a multi color painted decoration. Loincloth 
composed of yarn and felt cloth, yarn tied around the wrists and legs. 
Chicken feathers applied to his conical headdress. Marked “V.C.” on the 
underside of his foot for Victor Charlie. Intact, overall exc. cond.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:29 A.M.



533. Hopi Clown Kachina
Southwest USA.
Mid-3/4, 20th century.
13”H.
Robert M. Peters collection.
Carved wood clown kachina, painted multi color decoration, having yarn 
and felt cloth decorative elements. Wearing a hooded, over the shoulder, 
faux fur cloth tunic. Intact, overall exc. cond.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:30 A.M.

534. Eskimo Model Kayak
Eskimo.
Ca. late 19th century.
17-1/8”L.
Collection of Judith E. Hilburg, Vallejo, CA.
Model kayak, bent wood frame covered with a seal skin covering, carved 
ivory prow knob and nailed bent ivory under prow edging. Missing one ivory 
prow strip and one tip, exhibits age and use.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:31 A.M.

535. Eskimo Wooden Masks (2)
Alaska.
Late 20th century.
10-5/8”& 10-1/2”H.
Private Tucson and Vermont collection.
Carved wood masks, depicting stroke face victims having curved hook 
noses and angled mouths. One inset with bone teeth, black and pink paint-
ed details, one has an attached black fiber wig. Some light surface patina. 
Both are intact, exc. cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:32 A.M.

536. Eskimo Wooden Masks (2)
Alaska.
Late 20th century.
10-5/8” & 9-1/4”H.
Private Tucson and Vermont collection.
Carved wood face masks, one depicted with a painted black mustache, 
pink lips and black brows and details, applied fiber hair. Intact. Together 
with an effeminate mask, having pink painted lips and inset bone teeth. 
Painted black brows and eye lashes. The chin section has been reattached, 
otherwise exc. cond. Both have light surface patinas.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:33 A.M.



537. Chert Curved Knife
Egypt/ N. Africa.
Ca. 6000-3000 B.C.
7-1/8”L.
Ex. Joe Gernena Fine Art, NYC.
Medium brown knapped chert, curved knife blade. Overall brown surface 
patina with natural high point dessert polished surface patina. Intact, exc. 
cond.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:34 A.M.

538. Ancient Stone Implements (4)
Probably New World.
Ca. 500 B.C. - 1000 A.D.
3-1/2”, 4-3/8”, 5-7/8” , 6-7/8”L.
Ex. Joe Gernena Fine Art, NYC.
Including four hardstone implements, first a basalt hoe with 1/2 grooved 
band, and slightly scooped face. Also two small stone bowls; larger of ob-
long shape and of a porous surfaced volcanic stone; other of rough gray 
hardstone having a lovely root marked surface. Final is a doughnut shaped 
balance weight. All intact.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:35 A.M.

539. Oblong Stone Weights (2)
Probably New World.
Ca. 500 B.C. - 1000 A.D.
4-1/4” & 4-3/8”L.
Ex. Joe Gernena Fine Art, NYC.
Two oblong shape, hardstone implements, probably weights, each with 
pronounced, opposing nippled ends for attachment. Both intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:36 A.M.

540. Native American Stone Items (6)
Ca. 300 B.C. - 1500 A.D.
2-1/4” - 6-3/4”L.
Ex. Joe Gernena Fine Art, NYC.
Mostlty hardstone, first a butterfly shape, double bladed axe. Next a trian-
gular shaped hammer or maul. Next a smoothly polished, triangular axe 
head with fukll hafting groove. Also a dome shape grinding mano in coarse 
granite. Together with a tan flint axe with fish tail hafting grooves. Finally a 
black hardstone arrow shaft straightener or burnishing stone. all intact.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:37 A.M.



541. Hopi Bowl, Pyro-Engraved Gourds, Plus (6)
North and South America.
Early to mid 20th century.
4-1/4” & 5” diameters; 6” & 4” heights; 15” x 12” & 6” x 6” frames.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:38 A.M.

542. Timor Mask
Indonesia.
11-1/2”H.
The Allan Stone Collection. Acquired from James Willis, January 1985.
Roughly hewn mask with squared eyeholes, bulbous nose, and rectangular 
slit mouth once held inlays now lost. Black crackled patina; age crack on 
forehead. Hanging hook on back.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:39 A.M.

543. Java Betel Nut Cutter
Indonesia.
6-3/4”L.
Ex. Paul Baus, OH. Acquired from Laurits Sunde, Galleri Etnografica, 
Copenhagen, 1965.
Brass-bronze tool, in form of a horse, the sharp upper blade forming body 
with inlaid stepped pattern, and mane with incised foliate detail. The head 
with hinge forming eye, and elongated snout with extension folding back 
towards chest. Minor surface wear, exc. cond.
Est. $200-$400
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:40 A.M.

544. Wooden Tattoo Forms (3)
Lombok, Indonesia.
Probably 19th century.
5-3/8”, 5-1/2” & 6-1/4”L.
Ex. private NY and Israeli collection.
Carved wood ink blocks used for tattooing, two of similar form with rectan-
gular block displaying detailed foliate patterns in relief with crosshatch oval 
or hollowed oval above handle. One handle separately carved; both with 
dark red-brown patina. Third is a thicker block with incised foliate pattern 
and circular depression on opposite side. Variegated patina.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:41 A.M.



545. Wooden Stirrups (3)
Indonesia.
8” - 8-1/4”L.
Ex. Joe Gernena Fine Art, NYC.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:42 A.M.

546. Persian Wool Kilm
Western Persia.
Ca. 19th century.
129-1/2”L. x 43-1/2”W.
Private NYC collection. Ex. Arthur M. Bullowa, acquired 1950s-1970s, 
bequeathed to The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1993.
E-17
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:43 A.M.

547. Tin and Wood Dance Festival Masks (2)
Guatemala.
Early 20th century.
10-3/4” & 15-3/4”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Including a carved and painted wood face mask depicted with a large an-
gular nose, wide open toothy mouth and arched brows. Eyes inset with 
shell and obsidian, long inserted hair mustache. Two fish carved into his 
forehead. Old surface patina with some very minor paint loss, otherwise 
intact. Together with a large, painted tin mask depicting a man having a 
full curly black beard, dangler ear ornaments. Areas of blue-green surface 
patina, mostly on the reverse. A good old example.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:44 A.M.

548. Indian Figure, Kris Handle and 1/2 Mask (3)
9”, 3-1/4” & 8”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:45 A.M.



549. Baule Slingshot
Ivory Coast.
7-1/8”H.
NYC collection, bust acquired from J. C. dOzouville, Paris, 1996.
Anthropomorphic form, long neck supports finely carved head with plaited 
coiffure, semi-circular eyes, small nose and mouth. Sling padding wrapped 
around tips of “legs”. Age crack in body. Light brown warm polished 
patina.
Est. $200-$300
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:46 A.M.

550. Senufo Female Figure
Ivory Coast.
21”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Seated figure of an ancestor with hair in thin crest extending to plait at 
back of head, angular bent shoulders, arms and knees, and prominent 
pointed breasts.  Edge of base lost, some loss from insect wear, surface 
abrasions.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:47 A.M.

551. Baule Stool Large
Ivory Coast.
15-3/4”H., 23” wide.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Classic stool with rectangular base, center support with openwork geo-
metric detail, framed by circular supports with triangle detailed edges, and 
curved seat above. Light brown smooth patina.  Collection number on 
underside.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:48 A.M.

552. Ashanti Stool
Ghana.
12-3/4”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Cylindrical stool carved of hardwood, with four curved supports displaying 
woven pattern with open diamond cut-outs. Several nicks on edges, hair-
line age cracks. Very sturdy and usable.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:49 A.M.



553. Ashanti Prestige Sword
Ghana.
30-1/4”L.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Iron blade with sunburst cut out in thickest section, incised pattern along 
base of blade with four concavities along edge for inlays. Wood handle 
carved with two grooved spheres with support of three fused rods. Tear in 
blade, age cracks in handle. Mottled rough patina on blade.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:50 A.M.

554. Akan Funerary Head
Ghana.
6-3/4”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Head of an ancestor curved at sharp angle, with slightly flattened circu-
lar face, small relief cowry shell shape eyes, relief nose, and small mouth. 
Grooved neck, small node at base, perforated ears and top of coiffure for 
adornment. Brown-black patina with some deposits. Custom mount.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:51 A.M.

555. Bamana Rattles
Mali.
19-1/4” and 14”L.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Two dance rattles carved of v-shape with straight handle, angular section 
of equal length with multiple stacked discs each of various size and ridged 
edges. Larger rattle with tapered crest similar to carved figures. Dark patina 
on handles.
Est. $300-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:52 A.M.

556. Bell and Three Brass Flasks
Ashanti, Ghana.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:53 A.M.



557. Mossi Dolls (4)
Burkina Faso
6-1/2” to 10-3/4”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Largest carved with squared legs, long angular breasts and incised detail 
on hair and body. Others of typical form with conical body, narrow heads 
with tapered crest. Doll with tan patina showing use and handling; weath-
ered, losses to breasts.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:54 A.M.

558. Baule Pulley and Yoruba Dance Wand (2)
Ivory Coast and Nigeria.
12-1/4”H. and 8-3/4”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Baule heddle pulley carved with long neck supporting fine detailed head 
having hair in crest with varied pattern braids, slender serene face. Pulley 
wear on interior, age cracks, repair on hairdo. Dark brown patina showing 
use and age. Yoruba Shango dance wand, figure kneels on platform and 
holds medicine bottle in front. Part of crest lost.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:55 A.M.

559. Large Dan with Teeth
Liberia/Ivory Coast.
14-3/4”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Larger than lifesize mask with fabric covered crown adorned with cowry 
shells and red fabric covered fiber discs. The brow formed by inlaid sec-
tions of cut fiber, jutting lips with inlaid teeth and chin bordered with braid 
adhered with metal nails. Dark brown and black patina, surface deposits. 
Surface wear, headdress loose.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:56 A.M.

560. Cameroon Weathered Wood Figure
Cameroon Grasslands.
17”H.
Collection of Norma Boggiano, acquired 1960s-70s, NYC., by descent to 
her family.
Hardwood 3/4 figure with large ovoid head having high relief node eyes 
and long nose, arms curved in relief on front of torso. Repaired break along 
front of face, legs and right hip lost. Very old dessicated wood with deep 
age cracks.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:57 A.M.



561. Brass Lidded Container
Senufo, Ivory Coast.
13-1/4”H.
Collection of Norma Boggiano, acquired 1960s-70s, NYC., by descent to 
her family.
Footed vase with hinged lid, surmounted by a horse and rider, the body and 
lid adorned with bands of curvilinear and semicircular relief detail. Warm 
bronze patina with dark black oxidized areas and deposits. Native repaired 
side; nicked foot.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:58 A.M.

562. Dan Face Mask
Liberia/Ivory Coast.
8-1/2”H.
Collection of Norma Boggiano, acquired 1960s-70s, NYC., by descent to 
her family.
Lifesize ovoid mask with high rounded forehead, high arched brows, open 
slit eyes, delicate nose, and open lips. Losses to rim, pressure crack on 
right side, minor repair on top of rim. Rough dark patina. Custom base.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 11:59 A.M.

563. Baule Face Mask
Ivory Coast.
12-5/8”H.
Collection of Norma Boggiano, NYC., by descent to her family, ex. La Jolla 
Museum of Contemporary Art, acquired Parke-Bernet, 10/15/77, sale 4029, 
lot #522.
Deeply hollowed forehead mask displaying face of ancestor with fine lobed 
coiffure, elongated face with small rimmed eyes, tiny open mouth, long 
straight nose and relief scarification on forehead and cheeks. Dark brown 
matte patina. Stable hairline crack.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:00 Noon

564. Pulley, Figure and Bust (3)
5-7/8”, 6-1/4” & 6-3/4”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Includes a small ewe figure, having ovoid head with short textured hair, 
large domed eyes, notched nose, slit mouth, and torso with thick expansive 
arms. Medium brown patina. Repair on base. Together with a Baule pulley, 
modeled with a bush cow head having curved and grooved horns, curved 
body with notched detail, and wheel still attached. Custom base. Last, a 
Lobi figure with minimal facial detail, arms at front of torso, and integral 
abstract base.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:02 P.M.



565. “Mwana Pwo” Mask
Chokwe, Angola.
9-1/2”H., mask only.
Collection of Chickie Rosenberg,  West Orange, NJ.
Long oval mask with small slit eyes, relief straight nose, small mouth, in-
cised diamond on forehead, and scarification marks on cheeks and chin. 
Fiber headdress over wicker frame, with beads dangling from forehead, 
and woven hood on back. Smooth medium brown patina. Custom base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:03 P.M.

566. Baman Iron Equestrian
Mali.
13-3/4”H.
Collection of Norma Boggiano, acquired 1960s-70s, NYC., by descent to 
her family.
Wrought iron horse with long extended legs and small head having tall 
angular ears, and open mouth. Rider with curvilinear legs modeled with 
pointed head, and holding a leaf-shaped blade and twisted wire reins in 
other hand. Rough rusted patina.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:04 P.M.

567. Bura Pottery Head
Nigeer.
5”H.
Collection of Chickie Rosenberg,  West Orange, NJ.
Asinda – Sekka – Niger
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:05 P.M.

568. Granary Door Lock
Mossi, Burkina Faso.
21”H.
Collection of Chickie Rosenberg,  West Orange, NJ.
Large figural lock of a granary, the rectangular torso connected with hor-
izontal cross bar, and engraved with very detailed geometric pattern on 
front. Long narrow bent legs extend below, and long neck rises above with 
spherical head and bi-facial crest. Metal lock mechanism missing, minor 
abrasion on sides. Dark brown encrusted patina. Custom base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:06 P.M.



570. Owo Bronze Bell
Nigeria.
6”H.
The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 80s.
Lost wax cast pyramid-shaped bell, with a relief face on one side, notched bands along 
edges, hanging hook on top, and clapper suspended from top. Dark green-black patina 
with surface deposits, and some oxidized encrustation. Several sections of rim torn and 
some loss of rim. Unwieldy wall mount included.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:08 P.M.

571. Lower Niger Delta Brass Finial
Nigeria.
6-1/2”H.
The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 80s.
Tool with iron pointed awl, elaborate cast bronze handle in form of a zoo-
morph with short wrought hands and feet, protruding nipples, navel, and 
textured bands around body. Wide face with large pod shaped eyes and 
high relief node nose. Hanging loop on top.
Est. $1,500-$1,800
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:09 P.M.

572. Pottery Jar
Nigeria.
9”H.
Private NYC collection.
Probably Benue River spirit jar with rounded body, semi-circular face 
around rim, with open eyeholes, relief ridged nose, notched lip, and strap 
handle on side. Coarse tempered orange clay, light deposits.
Est. $200-$300
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:10 P.M.



573. Gelede Mask
Yoruba people, Nigeria.
13-1/2”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Hemispherical helmet in form of a females head carved with cylindrical 
banded container with small opening and headwrap tied in back and float-
ing at sides. Medium brown dry patina. Age cracks. The Gelede masquer-
ades pay tribute to the natural powers of the ancestral and elderly women.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:11 P.M.

574. Yoruba Crowned Helmet
Nigeria.
12”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Gelede masquerade helmet in form of a head with scarification marks upon 
cheeks, wearing a crown with flared sections. Age cracks, deposits, weath-
ered surface.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:12 P.M.

575. Yoruba Horse and Rider Kola Bowl
Nigeria.
10-3/4”
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Male ancestor riding a squat horse with notched bridle, feet in stirrups, 
face expressed with large open eyes, notched eyelashes, thin beard, and 
large ears. Figure supports a bowl that would have held kola nuts. Thick 
encrusted deposits, dark patina, left side with darker patina; age cracks.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:13 P.M.

576. Yoruba Double Face Mask
Nigeria.
13-3/4”H.
Collected by Marshall Mount in Ibadan, Nigeria in 1961. Gifted to his son 
Christopher.
Gelede double mask, separate faces are carved with downcast eyes with 
large pupils, wide nose, thick relief lips, and deeply engraved scarification. 
Features highlighted in dark blue pigment. Each head with tall ovoid updo 
with fine ribbed texture. Lip reglued on one face, tips of ears lost. In Fagg 
et al., Yoruba: Sculpture of West Africa,1982, “...scholars suggest that the 
pairing or doubling may, like the appearance of twins, be associated with 
the special powers of ‘the mothers, with their dual nature and ability to see 
and know more than is permitted to ordinary mortals.” p. 124. Rare and 
good example.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:14 P.M.



577. Yoruba Wooden Slingshots (2)
Nigeria.
7-3/8” & 7-5/8”L.
Collection of Chickie Rosenberg,  West Orange, NJ.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:15 P.M.

578. Luba Janus Spout
DR Congo.
3-3/4”H.
The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 80s.
Separated from a larger wood vessel, delicately carved with triangular fac-
es, each with cowry shell shape eyes, long triangular relief nose, and small 
mouth beneath broad curved forehead. The hairline and short beard frame 
faces. Spout perforated through sides for suspension. Wormwear hole in 
one face, rough surface from break on interior. Warm brown patina, smooth 
from handling. Custom base.
Est. $1,500-$1,800
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:16 P.M.

579. Congo Throwing Knife
27-1/2”L.
Ex. Paul Baus, OH. Acquired from Laurits Sunde, Galleri Etnografica, 
Copenhagen, 1965.
Forged iron knife of sinuous form with bi-facial blade, angular top, and 
pointed section projecting from center. Notches along center of one side of 
knife. Handle lost. Blackened rough patina.
Est. $100-$200
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:17 P.M.

580. African Wooden Element
Bembe.
22-3/4”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Espace “Baron Samedi”, France.
Carved finial probably once attached to a headdress, plank-like extension 
in curvilinear form with relief center form painted in black pigment against 
white ground; raised node on top and back. Back painted red. Removed 
from larger piece at base. Hairline age crack and minor worm wear. Smooth 
mellow patina. Custom base.
Est. $300-$500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:18 P.M.



581. Yaka Mask with Ruff
DR Congo.
23”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Initiation mask carved with small face having distinctive upturned nose, 
open mouth with delineated teeth, bulging eyes and enclosed by circu-
lar frame. The headdress above modeled from cane with five projections. 
Painted in vibrant pigments of indigo blue, orange, white, and light blue 
with bold pattern. Ruff formed by raffia fiber.
Est. $1,800-$2,500
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:19 P.M.

582. Prestige Blade Pair (2)
DR Congo.
32-3/4” and 33”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Both forged iron blades with incised pattern, both missing wood handles. 
Longer knife has s-shaped blade, other with hooked blade displays some 
rusted patina.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:20 P.M.

583. Kirdi Ceremonial Adzes (3)
Cameroon
15” to 16”L.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Bronze adze with rectangular axe head, sickle shaped top, and handle with 
braided and concentric circle applique detail. Straight handle with domed 
finial on base. Intact, some green oxidized patina in areas. Used sometimes 
as currency in areas and others, a dance baton carried by women.
Est. $900-$1,300
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:21 P.M.

584. Pende Stroke Mask
Congo DR.
37”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Large wide mask, carved with distorted face, open bulging eyes, high relief 
curved nose, assymmetric mouth with projecting teeth, multi-lobed bulg-
ing chin. Some teeth lost, partal loss of rim, age cracks. Black patina with 
layered deposits.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:22 P.M.



585. Makonde “Lipiko” Mask
Mozambique.
9”H.
The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 80s.
Hemispherical helmet mask with unusual sunken cheeks, high cheekbones, 
downcast eyes, open lips with cut-out teeth and lip plug, and small circular 
section of human hair applied on top. Weathered blackened surface, hair-
line age crack on top. Base not included; hanging hook on rim.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:23 P.M.

587. African Wood and Bone Items (4)
Mostly african.
Unknown. This lot will be sold on an as is basis, without guarantee of 
authenticity.
2-1/4”, 2-3/8”, 4-1/4” & 14-3/4”H.
Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine.
Senufo figure with arms at sides, wearing tapered crown, standing on 
domed integral base. Age cracks, deposits. Together with small bone amu-
let in figural form with handled tan patina. Large incisor tooth, possibly bear, 
with age crack along side, dark brown root area. Last, a rectangular figure 
of flat form with cowry shell eyes, high polished.
Est. $200-$300
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:26 P.M.

588. Group of Three Neckrests
West and East Africa.
6-1/2”H. to 7-5/8”H.
Ex. Evan Maurer collection.
Dogon Tellem neckrest with two thick supports and wide curved neckrest. 
Reglued break in supports, light loss at edges. Also a Somali neckrest with 
interlocking arch support, traces of black slip and red painted pattern; shard 
lost at edge of pillow. Last is a Konso headrest from Ethiopia, with double 
ellipsoid neckrest, cut-out support perforated and strung with leather strap, 
on oval domed base. Warm brown patina.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:27 P.M.

589. Bobo Head Crest Katatola
Burkina Faso.
14-1/4”H.
Marshall Mount collection. Gifted to his son Christopher.
Hemispherical crest built up of thick layered fiber, wood frame, with project-
ing crest rising above and curved toward the back. Tubular container for 
ornament on front of crest. Dark brown with red tukula traces, and painted 
with white stripes overall. Generally exc. cond.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:28 P.M.



590. Eight Books on African Art
Ex. Carl and Wilma Zabel, NJ.
Est. $200-$300
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:29 P.M.

591. Coptic Brass Processional Cross
Ethiopia.
Probably 19th century.
15-1/2”H.
Collection of Chickie Rosenberg,  West Orange, NJ.
Thick brass sheet metal processional cross having a long tapered socket. 
Central cross design with various geometric elements and a bird between 
each arm of the cross. Stippled border decoration on both sides. Old cop-
per rivet and leaded repair on the top crown and a stable 1” tear in the 
socket. Antique examples of this type are quite scarce.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:30 P.M.

592. Silvered Coptic Crosses (2)
Ethiopia.
Probably late 19th to early 20th century.
12-1/2” & 5-1/4”H.
Collection of Chickie Rosenberg,  West Orange, NJ.
Including a ceremonial scepter type depicting a winged angel, wearing a 
large intertwined crown on top of her head. Geometric style hand grip in 
the center, terminating with a rectangular openwork element and stylized 
cross tip. Intact. Together with a large openwork cross pendant, having a 
bird between each arm of the cross. Upper hinged suspension loop with 
a smaller cross under the loop, loop exhibits considerable wear from use, 
otherwise intact.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Friday, December 11th, 12:31 P.M.


